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As the parent of a child who is both gifted and challenged, it is my belief that, as all students are unique, they should
be able to seek out the right fit for their education, and to have the support of our educational system to do so. I am
requesting that legislators take into consideration not only the monetary factors when allocating funding for our
schools, but to keep in mind the young people- the unique, living, breathing people--that they are representing when
they do so. Please allow me to share my daughter’s story.
When my Katherine was 2, she tried to hide the fact that she could already read.
When she was 3, she wrote in her own alphabet, making notes on things she found interesting, such as fiberglass
insulation, to share with her friends at daycare. We knew she was brilliant, and different.
When she was 7, she began to skate, taking private lessons and competing against skaters twice her age. She’d win
the gold medal every time- it was just easy for her.
She was a typical kid, a little shy, but bright, earning straight A’s and laughing all the time. By the time she was 9,
she showed signs of distress, and her private school labelled her as a disciplinary problem, who needed anger
management counseling. There were no resources available at school to assist; we’d have to rely on the judgment of
her teachers and school principal.
At age 10, I was sure we were dealing with something serious, such as schizophrenia or worse, given the wild
outbursts she’d have: locking herself in her room, throwing things, running away from, she would say, my
breathing, and the smell of my freshly-shampooed hair. She began wearing earplugs to hide from the crackling and
other sounds she could hear, but we could not.
When she was in fifth grade, it was clear that we’d need to make a fresh start, and so we moved to the Allentown
area: new house, new school, time with her coaches at their home rink....and a program where she’d attend class half
day, and skate a half day. Being in the classroom environment, she’d complain of extreme anxiety caused by the
sounds of the other students. By the end of a half day, she’d be reduced to tears. My happy child was gone, and she
was sinking into a deep depression. Although she could not verbalize what was happening, the pain in her eyes made
it clear the hell she was living.

Katherine, Arts Academy, 2016

In working with an audiologist, Kate was diagnosed with Misophonia, an affliction of the limbic area of the brain.
According to James Cartreine, PhD of Harvard Health, “People with misophonia are affected emotionally by
common sounds—usually those made by others, and usually ones that other people don’t pay attention to. The
examples...(breathing, yawning, chewing) create a fight-or-flight response that triggers anger and a desire to escape.
Misophonia is little studied and we don’t know how common it is. It affects some worse than others and can lead to
isolation, as people suffering from this condition try to avoid these trigger sounds. People who have misophonia
often feel embarrassed and don’t mention it to healthcare providers—and often healthcare providers haven’t heard of
it anyway. Nonetheless, misophonia is a real disorder and one that seriously compromises functioning, socializing,
and ultimately mental health. Misophonia usually appears around age 12, and likely affects more people than we
realize.”
Kate’s primary triggers are coughing, throat-clearing, chewing, sniffling and the “hard C” sound; her visual triggers
are eye-rubbing, foot movement and touching one’s face. Each time she experiences a trigger, she feels the fight or
flight response and the accompanying “chemical dump”. She is triggered 60-70 times per day; it can take up to
three weeks to dissipate the physiological response from each trigger, as it replays in her mind. The response causes
rage, anxiety, fear, extreme muscle tension, headache, bodyache and extreme fatigue, and lack of motivation. All of
this contributes to a downward spiral of depression and discouragement. We were lucky to have her diagnosed, as
many children suffer without diagnosis or help, and ultimately, consider suicide their only option.
Further consultations with other medical practitioners led to diagnoses of hearing hyperacuity, anxiety and
depression. It was clear that Kate would need some accommodations to continue her schooling, and while her brickand-mortar school was supportive of a 504 plan that would allow her to leave class when triggered, or test in the
hallway, there were challenges with gaining the buy-in and support of many faculty members. The school lacked
the resources to provide an environment that would work with Kate’s condition, and we found ourselves repeating
over and over to school personnel who simply could not comprehend her obstacles. The day I witnessed teachers
laughing at a child with Asperger’s, I made the decision to look for other options.

My first call to a cyber charter school led me to a team member who confessed he was not familiar with
Misophonia, but asked me to explain. He drew parallels to other students’ conditions, and introduced me to the
resources available to assist:
•
•

•

•
•
•
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An academic counselor helps Kate to choose her courses, and the format in which she will attend: virtual
attendance of a live class; independent study using online and recorded material, or blended- a combination
of the two.
Additional courses, that may offer additional career paths for neurodiverse students, are possible, as they
are offered across the entire state, as opposed to being offered by the individual districts. While they may
not reach required enrollment to make a local class feasible, cyber schools can enroll enough students
across the state to make it viable.
All teachers are aware of her condition and her triggers and allow her flexibility to accommodate her
condition. Teachers themselves strive to avoid triggering her. Should they forget, she is comfortable
reminding them. Should she miss material due to a trigger or other difficulty, they are available for office
hours or by appointment to help her catch up.
Tutors are available on demand to assist all students.
Her 504 counselor devises her plan, and coordinates action from her teachers. Should we need it, the
counselor will contact teachers for reminders or adjustments to their manner of interaction with Kate.
School psychologists work as a team to cover all the various conditions experienced by students. They are
available for counseling for student or parent, and have made phenomenal suggestions. They have devised
a plan that, alongside Kate’s therapy, will help her accomplish her goals. They are open-minded, creative,
and adaptive to each child’s situation.

•
•

Coordinators provide extra-curricular activities, clubs and other structure found in brick-and-mortar
schools, either virtual, or adapted to the local geography.
Overall, because the team is covering the entire state, they collectively possess first-hand experience in
dealing with a very wide variety of conditions and circumstances. Their team approach allows them to
draw on each others’ experiences to create positive outcomes for students.

In her first year of cyber charter school, Kate was permitted flexibility in the completion of her assignments so she
could focus on her physical and mental recovery. She withdrew from skating competition, but continued skating for
exercise, as it provided an outlet for the adrenaline and other chemicals that dumped into her body with each trigger.
The flexibility also helped her to schedule time with therapists in California and the UK, as Misophonia treatment is
hard to find and time differences make scheduling difficult.

As her response to triggers improves with therapy, the plan is to ramp her up in her interactions, so that by the time
she attends college, she may attend in-person classes at least some of the time. Today, she is a mostly-A student, on
pace with her curriculum, and able to socialize somewhat. She has passed her testing to become a US Figure
Skating Gold Medalist, an accomplishment achieved by only three percent of competitive figure skaters. While she
likely won’t compete in the future, she continues to build her skills and enjoy skating as an athletic and artistic
outlet. She is now bright-eyed, with a contagious laugh, and is considering a career in the physical sciences.
Working with a small team, as opposed to large groups, can be an option, and she is especially looking at ideas of
how apparel will need to be adapted in the future, as global warming makes sustainability a must, and temperature
extremes create new demands on functionality. The cyber charter school’s approach, maintaining that Kate is not
disabled, but rather, needed the flexibility and time to understand and adapt to how her brain works, created a
situation where she could not only succeed in school, but in life. When I asked Kate where she’d be today, if we had
not moved her to this school, she simply replied “I wouldn’t. I didn’t have any more options. I would have killed
myself”.

Kate & coaches, Natalya Ponomareva & Evgeniy Sviridov, Olympians (UZ, Salt Lake 2002)
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Earned that Gold Medalist’s jacket!

In speaking with parents of other misophonic children, or those suffering from other conditions such as ADHD,
PTSD, anxiety, or depression, I often hear them detail the extreme distress felt by my Kate, compounded by the
bullying by other students taking issues with their exterior demeanor. Cyber schooling allows students to step away
from the negativity and seek professional assistance, flexing their schedules to meet doctors’ appointments, while
keeping up their schoolwork on a timetable that works for them. Instead of miring in additional negativity and
pressure, they can focus on the positives of getting better, then resume socialization at a later time, and return to the
glares and questions of fellow students when they are equipped to handle them.
While I have focused here on the importance of cyber education for my daughter and special needs students, I can’t
overstate the value of offering cyber options for students not experiencing difficulties. Many friends of ours are
athletes with no academic difficulties, who are able to maintain a balance between intense athletic smalltraining, and
school, or to move onto advanced or accelerated studies to accomplish their goals. One is a full-time figure skater,
who is ahead a year in school, to accommodate a potential 2026 Olympic berth, while attending schools both in
English and in Spanish. Without the flexibility of cyber scheduling, her training would cease, as high-level skaters
are permitted to practice only when lower level skaters are not present, during the early and midday hours. Other
students learn so quickly that they are able to move ahead at a pace that keeps them engaged and challenged.
Our cyber school also has the distinction of not having skipped a beat during the pandemic. After a brief
announcement indicating administration would move to an at-home environment from regional offices, and a system
upgrade to accommodate an influx of students, we experienced no downtime. Given the possibility of future
disruptions due to extreme weather events, etc., all students should be prepared to operate in a cyber environment if
needed.
Not only are our cyber schools prepared to meet challenges such as a pandemic or weather event, the flexibility built
into the cyber environment ensures our students develop the skills needed for advanced education and the
workplace: Students here are expected to make their own course selections, establish their schedules to work within
their family and other constraints, log in and work independently, fulfill assignments on time without prompting, ask
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for help when needed, and generally be responsible for their own successes. As a work-from-home project manager,
I see my daughter employing many of the skills that are required by my employer!

Children, when hit with adversity, can either be derailed permanently, or set back on track. With the right support,
neurodiverse students can take steps to overcome the challenges they face, or at least find a place where they can
function to regain forward momentum on their life’s path, and ultimately thrive. Cyber charter schools offer unique
support that brick and mortar schools cannot, due to their covering a greater number and broader spectrum of unique
challenges. It is my hope that our PA Legislators will see the faces behind the funding of our schools, and continue
to support the necessary work being done by the educators at our cyber charter institutions. My Katherine has been
given the help she needed, at a critical time in her life, and that assistance impacts much more than her grades and
standardized test scores. I am confident that we once again have a child who will grow to be a functioning,
contributing, thriving member of our community.

Thank you for your attention and consideration.

Irene Connelly
Mother of Katherine, US Figure Skating Gold Medalist, Accomplished Student and Future Scientist
Allentown, PA

Katherine, 2021
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